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Abstract. The dramatically increasing energy consumption of data centres is an important issue. Server
consolidation is now regarded as one of the most effective ways to reduce the energy consumption in data
centres. Server consolidation can be formulated as a Virtual Machine (VM) placement problem, and Genetic
Algorithm (GAs) have been used to find an optimal solution to the VM placement problem. However, the
slow computation time is a main concern of the GAs. This paper aims to improve the efficiency of the GAs.
In this paper, we propose a new GA, namely Improved Genetic Algorithm (IGA), which is a GA enhanced
by a new Initial Population Generation Strategy (IPGS), a new Knowledge-based Crossover Strategy
(KCS), and a new Knowledge-based Mutation Strategy (KMS). Extensive experiments are conducted to
illustrate the efficiency of the IGA.
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1 Introduction

The dramatically increasing energy consumption of data centres is an important issue and one of the most
efficient ways to tackle the issue is through server consolidation. The basic idea of server consolidation is to
place those Virtual Machines (VMs) in a data centre to as few Physical Machines (PMs) as possible, and then
switch off those unused PMs. Server consolidation can be modelled as a VM placement problem which can be
considered as an optimisation problem. Genetic Algorithms (GAs) have been used to find an optimal solution
for the VM placement problem [5, 4, 3, 1, 2].

In order to further improve the efficiency of the GAs, we present a new GA, namely Improved Genetic
Algorithm for the VM placement problem (IGA), which is a GA enhanced with a new Initial Population
Generation Strategy (IPGS), a new Knowledge-based Crossover Strategy (KCS), and a new Knowledge-based
Mutation Strategy (KMS). With the combination of the three strategies, the efficiency of the GA is improved.

Compared with the existing GAs, the IGA results in the reduction in the computation time and an improve-
ment of a quality of the solution. The IGA is implemented and various sets of experiments are conducted to
evaluate the efficiency of the IGA. Experimental results show that the IGA can always find a solution better
than the GAs with a shorter computation time.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 formulates the VM placement problem. Section 3
describes the IGA. Section 4 discusses the design of the experiments and shows the experimental results. Finally,
conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2 Problem Formulation

The VM placement problem is formulated as follows as in [4]:
Inputs:
• P = {pmi|1 ≤ i ≤ |P | } is the set of Physical Machines (PMs). Each PM is defined as pmi =

〈pmcpu
i , pmmem

i 〉 where pmcpu
i and pmmem

i are the CPU capacity and memory capacity of pmi, respectively.
The current CPU and memory utilisation on pmi are pmcu

i and pmmu
i , respectively.

• V = {vmj |1 ≤ j ≤ |V | } is the set of Virtual Machines (VMs). Each VM is defined as vmj =
〈vmcpu

j , vmmem
j 〉 where vmcpu

j is the CPU requirement of vmj , and vmmem
j is the memory requirement of

vmj .
Objectives: To find a VM placement plan such that the total energy consumption by all the PMs is minimised.
The total energy consumption by all the PMs can be defined as

|P |∑
i=1

E(pmi) (1)
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where E(pmi) is the energy consumed by pmi as shown in Equation (2)

E(pmi) = ki ∗ emax
i + (1− ki) ∗ emax

i ∗ µi (2)

where emax
i is the maximum energy consumed by pmi when it is fully utilized; ki is the fraction of energy

consumed when pmi is idle; and µi is the CPU utilization rate of pmi, which is defined as

µi =
pmcu

i

pmcpu
i

(3)

Constraints: The placement of vmj on pmi is subject to the resource (CPU and memory) constraints as shown
in Equations (4) and (5).

pmcu
i =

∑
vmj∈Vpmi

vmcpu
j ≤ pmcpu

i , when 1 ≤ i ≤ |P | (4)

pmmu
i =

∑
vmj∈Vpmi

vmmem
j ≤ pmmem

i , when 1 ≤ i ≤ |P | (5)

Equations (6) and (7) ensures that each VM is placed on only one PM.

|P |⋃
i=1

Vpmi
= V (6)

Vpmi

⋂
Vpmj

= ∅, when i 6= j (7)

3 The Improved Genetic Algorithm

This section discusses the detailed design of the Improved Genetic Algorithm (IGA), including its encoding and
decoding schemes, fitness function, selection strategy, initial population generation, genetic operators. The focus
will be placed on the new Initial Population Generation Strategy (IPGS), the new Knowledge-based Crossover
Strategy (KCS), and the new Knowledge-based Mutation Strategy (KMS).

3.1 Encoding and Decoding Schemes

A VM placement solution is encoded in a sequence of genes and each gene stand for a VM, representing the
PM where the VM is placed. Figure 1 is an example of the encoding scheme for the VM placement solution
presented in Figure 2.

Fig. 1. An example of the encoding scheme.

Fig. 2. An example of the decoding scheme.
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3.2 Fitness Function

The quality of a solution is evaluated by a fitness function. A better solution quality corresponds to higher
fitness value. In the IGA, we adopted the fitness function from [1] which is shown in Equation 8.

F (x) =


0.5 +

Emax − E(x)

2× Emax
, if x is feasible

2m− V (x)

4m
, otherwise

(8)

where Emax is the maximum energy consumed by all servers; E(x) is the total energy consumption; m is a
number of PMs; V (x) is the number of violations in x. Feasible solutions have a value greater than 0.5, otherwise
they are infeasible solutions.

3.3 Initial Population Generation Strategy

The efficiency of a GA depends on the initial population of the GA. If the fitness value of the individuals in the
initial population is good and the individuals in the initial population are diverse, then the GA will converge
to an optimal or near-optimal solution quickly. Thus, we develop a new Initial Population Generation Strategy
(IPGS) using a combination of two techniques, a random search technique and a local search technique, to
generate an initial population in the IGA. The random search technique is used to maintain the diversity of the
initial population; and the local search techniques is used to generate fitter individuals.

3.4 Selection

The selection operator picks up individuals from the current generation for reproduction. The IGA applies the
roulette wheel selection to determine the parent chromosomes. The basic idea of the roulette wheel selection is
to select parent chromosomes based on their fitness value. The individuals having better fitness will have more
chances to be selected for reproduction.

3.5 Knowledge-based Crossover Strategy

The IGA uses a knowledge-based crossover to reproduce one offspring from two selected parents. The knowledge-
based crossover can identify some good VM placements and pass these good VM placements to their offspring.
It is noted that a good placement refers to the placement which is associated with the most saved energy. There
are two main steps in the KCS explained below.

The first step is selection. This step compares two parents and the parent with the better fitness (which
means the parent with the least energy consumption) is selected. Then the PM with the least CPU utilisation is
selected. The reason behind this is to minimise the number of the PMs by moving VMs and turn off the unused
PM.

The second step is reallocation. In order to assign the VMs which are placed in the selected PM from the
first step, the PM the most CPU utilisation that satisfied constraints of that VM is selected. Figure 3 presents
an example of the KCS. After comparing the fitness value between two parents, Parent 2 is the selected parent
and the selected PM is pm3. Then, vm9 are considered to be moved. Therefore, following the KMS, vm9 is
reallocated to pm2 in the offspring, and pm3 will be switched-off.

3.6 Knowledge-based Mutation Strategy

We have developed a novel Knowledge-based Mutation Strategy (KMS) by identifying some genes and changing
them in order to keep diversity in the generation and minimise the number of active PMs. Some genes refer to
those associated with the available resources of PMs, including memory and CPU capacity. Figure 4 shows a
simple example. pm4 is the top PM with the most available CPU capacity and pm1 is the top PM with the
least available CPU capacity. Therefore, following the KCS, vm5 is moved to pm1 in the offspring, and pm4
can be switched-off.

4 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the IGA through a comparative study. The benchmark algorithm that we use in this
study is the original GA. Comparisons are made with the GA in order to ascertain any benefits that result. We
evaluate the IGA in terms of its performance and scalability. The performance of the algorithms is characterised
by the quality of solution and computation time. Better quality solutions are those in which PMs have lower
energy consumption. The scalability of the IGA is examined by investigating how its computation time increases
when the number of VMs and the number of PMs increase.
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Fig. 3. An example of the KCS.

Fig. 4. An example of the KMS.

4.1 Experiment Design

The evaluation of our proposed algorithm was performed through four groups of experiments. The first, second
and third groups of experiments were designed to test the effectiveness of the IPGS, the KCS, and the KMC,
respectively; and the fourth set of experiments to test the overall performance of the IGA.

We developed a Java program that can randomly generate a test problem with a set of given characteristics.
The characteristics of the randomly generated test programs are shown in Table 1. We also implemented the
IGA in Java, and used the original GA and the IGA to solve the test problems.

Table 1. Characteristics of the test problems

Test Problem VM(#) PM(#)

1 20 100

2 40 200

3 60 300

4 80 400

5 100 500

6 120 600

7 140 700

8 160 800

9 180 900

10 200 1000
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The PMs and VMs had different configurations. In the randomly generated test problems, the VMs’ CPU
requirements were randomly selected from {300, 3000}, and the VMs’ memory requirements was the product
of the VMs’ CPU requirements and a random value in the range [0.7, 1.3]. The PMs’ CPU capacities were
randomly generated from {5000, 10000, ..., 25000}, while its memory capacities was the product of the PMs’
CPU capacities and a random value in the range [0.7, 1.3].

For both the GA and the IGA, the crossover probability and mutation probability were 0.99 and 0.01,
respectively. The termination condition is “no improvement in the best solution for 100 consecutive generations”.
In the experiments, each test problem was repeatedly tested for 30 times, and the average of the 30 runs of was
recorded.

4.2 Experimental Results

Experiment 1: Effectiveness of the IPGS Table 2 shows the difference between the IPGS-based GA and
the GA. The experimental results of the IPGS-based GA and the GA are shown in Table 3. It can be seen from
the table that the energy consumption of those solutions found by the IPGS-based GA is less than that of the
GA for all the test problems. In addition, the IPGS-based GA has shorter computation time than the GA.

Table 2. GA processes

Process GA IPGS-based GA

Create Initial Pop Random IPGS
Selection Roulette Roulette
Crossover Biased uniform Biased uniform
Mutation Random Random

Table 3. Energy consumption and computation time performance of the GA and the IPGS-based GA with different
number of PMs and VMs. For each of the test problems, the results are averaged over 30 runs.

Test Problem
GA IPGS-based GA

Energy (W) Total Time (sec) Energy (W) Total Time (sec)

1 3341.31 1.97 3377.50 0.24

2 6347.50 6.27 6420.93 0.72

3 9596.22 12.60 9611.92 1.39

4 14897.55 16.22 14473.06 2.11

5 19049.11 20.37 18383.04 2.42

6 22676.70 24.10 21120.68 2.46

7 26888.71 33.12 25552.55 2.93

8 30990.15 36.10 29192.85 3.86

9 32376.92 38.66 30785.18 4.56

10 36100.53 46.66 33853.95 5.71

Experiment 2: Effectiveness of the KCS This experiment aims to investigate how the solution is improved
after applying the KCS to the GA. Table 4 shows the difference between the KCS-based GA and the original
GA.

Table 4. GA processes

Process GA KCS-based GA

Create Initial Pop Random Random
Selection Roulette Roulette
Crossover Biased uniform KCS
Mutation Random Random
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The experimental results about the KCS-based GA and the GA are shown in Table 5. It is clearly seen that
the KCS-based GA always finds the solutions very close to those found by the original GA, but with much
shorter computation time (up to eight times less than that of the GA for all the test problems).

Table 5. Energy consumption and computation time performance of the GA and the KCS-based GA. For each of the
test problems, the results are averaged over 30 runs.

Test Problem
GA KCS-based GA

Energy (W) Total Time (sec) Energy (W) Total Time (sec)

1 3341.31 1.97 3291.26 0.38

2 6347.50 6.27 6312.81 0.85

3 9596.22 12.60 9218.57 1.68

4 14897.55 16.22 13847.12 2.41

5 19049.11 20.37 17636.19 3.38

6 22676.70 24.10 20393.78 5.69

7 26888.71 33.12 23964.48 6.70

8 30990.15 36.10 27998.60 8.59

9 32376.92 38.66 29323.42 10.87

10 36100.53 46.66 33901.67 13.14

Experiment 3: Effectiveness of the KMS This experiment aims to characterise the solution improvement
after applying the KMS to the GA. Table 4 shows the difference between the KMS-based GA and the original
GA.

Table 6. GA processes

Process GA KMS-based GA

Create Initial Pop Random Random
Selection Roulette Roulette
Crossover Biased uniform Biased uniform
Mutation Random KMS

The experimental results about the KMS-based GA and the GA are shown in Table 7. It can be seen from
the table that the energy consumption exhibited by the KMS-based GA is slightly better than that of the
GA.However, the computation time of the KMS-based GA is also slightly longer than that of the GA.

The experimental results show that the GA with the KMS can find the better solutions when the problem
size is larger but it takes a longer time to find an optimal solution compared to the GA.

Experiment 4: The performance and scalability of the IGA Table 8 shows the difference between the
IGA and the original GA.

The experimental results about the IGA and the GA are shown in Table 9. The experimental results demon-
strate that the IGA always takes a shorter computation time (up to 12 times) than the GA, but still generates
better solutions than the GA for all test problems. In addition, it can be seen from Figure 5 that the computa-
tion time of the IGA increases almost linearly with the product of the number of PMs and the number of VMs.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed an Improved Genetic Algorithm (IGA) for the VM placement problem. The IGA
adopts a new initial population generation strategy, a knowledge-based crossover strategy, and a knowledge-
based mutation strategy.

To illustrate the efficiency of the IGA, the proposed algorithm has been implemented, and evaluated with
numerous experiments. The experimental results have shown that the IGA outperforms the original GA in terms
of the quality of solutions and computation time.
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Table 7. Energy consumption and computation time performance of the GA and the KMS-based GA. The results
pertain to averages over 30 runs for each test problem.

Test Problem
GA KMS-based GA

Energy (W) Total Time (sec) Energy (W) Total Time (sec)

1 3341.31 1.97 3364.42 2.19

2 6347.50 6.27 6859.61 6.80

3 9596.22 12.60 10107.88 13.54

4 14897.55 16.22 15585.45 14.52

5 19049.11 20.37 19162.49 17.48

6 22676.70 24.10 22628.07 27.66

7 26888.71 33.12 26870.78 36.59

8 30990.15 36.10 30913.80 52.48

9 32376.92 38.66 32231.29 71.40

10 36100.53 46.66 36063.41 83.97

Table 8. GA processes

Process GA IGA

Create Initial Pop Random IPGS
Selection Roulette Roulette
Crossover Biased uniform KCS
Mutation Random KMS

Table 9. Energy consumption and computation time performance of the GA and the GA with modified initial population,
crossover, and mutation. The results pertain to averages over 30 runs for each of the test problem.

Test Problem
GA IGA

Energy (W) Total Time (sec) Energy (W) Total Time (sec)

1 3341.31 1.97 3281.25 0.29

2 6347.50 6.27 6335.49 0.55

3 9596.22 12.60 9256.75 1.02

4 14897.55 16.22 13869.24 1.61

5 19049.11 20.37 17630.70 2.31

6 22676.70 24.10 20386.12 4.08

7 26888.71 33.12 23947.29 5.17

8 30990.15 36.10 27998.76 6.46

9 32376.92 38.66 29312.86 8.43

10 36100.53 46.66 33836.12 9.70
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Fig. 5. The scalability of the IGA.
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